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The student movement of May 1968: 

activist photography, self-reflection and 

antinomies

M a y  1 9 6 8�  in Paris conjures up black-and-white photographs of students 
demonstrating, occupying universities, constructing barricades; setting 

fires on street corners, throwing flaming Molotov cocktails and fighting with the 
police. During the events, all these photographs became available to the public 
through the mainstream press and the communication systems that served the 
movement. Nevertheless, as the events accelerated the public showed a growing 
mistrust towards mainstream mass media, as discussed in Part I. The student 
newspapers not only became then a source of information within the ranks of 
the movement, but were also disseminated in the occupied Sorbonne and the 
surroundings, reaching out to a wider public.

The student newspapers, which were published during the events namely 
Action, Barricades, L’ Avant Garde Jeunesse, Servir Le Peuple, Le Monde Libertaire 
and Lutte Socialiste were, to a great extent, ephemeral publications.1 For the period 
of the events, they formed the platform for the dissemination of the movement’s 
demands. The photographs published within this context are important not least 
because they were chosen by the participants themselves, reflecting on their own 
view of the events. In this instance, photography was employed to promote the 
movement’s vision as well as to fight back to either the absence of images in the 
public domain or the ambiguous imagery published in the different mainstream 
newspapers. It is significant to note that the majority of these photographs were 
not attributed to a photographer, with the exception of few instances, which urges 
us to focus on the decisions made about which photographs were published and 
the juxtaposition of these photographs with texts and headlines.

This chapter provides an analysis of the photographs published in student 
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newspapers during May and June 1968, considering these photographs not simply 
as an ‘exercise in nostalgia’,2 but as a path to re-explore, rethink and discuss 
the French May ’68. The photographs chosen to be discussed are not the only 
pertinent examples, but they are indicative of the main recurrent themes. The 
discussion sheds light on the emphasis given to particular themes and the lack of 
emphasis given to some others, opening up the discussion about the contradictory 
character of the May movement and the failure of the student movement to 
connect with the workers’ movement in an effective way.

The student movement and its publications

The events of May ’68 started as a large-scale student protest. The movement 
was born at the Nanterre campus in March 1968 and expanded to the Sorbonne 
and other branches of the university on the 3 May, when a general meeting 
had been called to discuss the closure of Nanterre by the administration. As is 
well known, the government’s tactics and the increasing brutality of the police 
contributed to the explosion of public meetings, organised action committees, 
vigorous demonstrations along the boulevards and the narrow streets of the Latin 
Quarter, widespread occupations that culminated in the highly symbolic ‘night 
of the barricades’ on the 10 May.3

The movement was organised by various groups and Committees and was 
lacking formal leadership, hierarchy and centralised structure. After the war in 
Algeria, the Union des Étudiants Communistes (UEC), the student organisation 
of the orthodox Parti Communiste Français (PCF), and the main component 
of the Union Nationale des Étudiants de France (UNEF) had gradually lost its 
strength and failed to attract a great number of the activist student youth.4 
Various revolutionary and sometimes conflicting groups, affiliated with Maoism, 
Trotskyism, anarchism and looser forms of revolutionary socialism, the enragés, 
filled the void.5 At the dawn of the student mobilisation in May ’68, the main 
groups were the two Trotskyist groups, Jeunesse Communiste Révolutionnaire 
(JCR) and Fédération des Étudiants Révolutionnaires (FER), the Maoist group 
Union des Jeunesses Communistes Marxistes-Leninistes (UJCML), the Fédération 
Anarchiste (FAF) and the small socialist group Étudiants Socialistes Unifiés 
(ESU). The newspapers run by all these groups and by comités d’action became 
the mouthpieces of the movement and circulated information about its evolution, 
political ideas, goals and strategies.

The movement’s main paper, which became very popular and was widely 
disseminated during May, was Action. Action represented the comités d’action, 
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which consisted of the UNEF, the Syndicat National de l’ Enseignemen Supérieur 
(National Union of Higher Education, SNEsup) and the 22 March movement.6 It 
often had a detachable front page that could be used as a street poster, and was 
notable for the absurdity, eccentricity and humour of its slogans and cartoons, 
frequently by Siné.7 Siné was a French political cartoonist, well-known for 
his anti-colonialism and anti-capitalism, whose numerous sarcastic cartoons 
appeared in Action and L’ Enragé during the events. L’ Enragé, published by 
Siné and the French publisher Jean-Jacques Pauvert, was the ‘official bulletin’ 
of the movement.8 Action’s popularity grew rapidly during May and June and 
provided daily information about the evolution of the events. After the decline 
of the movement, in the second half of 1968, Action ‘was one of the outlawed 
publications particularly pursued by the government, in part because of its rapid 
growth from 100,000 printings of each issue to 550,000’.9

Barricades was published by the high-school student organisation, Comité 
d’  Action Lycéens (CAL) and was circulated during May. CAL was created 
shortly before the May crisis as a combination of Comité Viêtnam de Base (CVB) 
and Comité Viêtnam National (CVN), both organisations opposing the Vietnam 
War.10 Most of the members of the CAL were ‘militants of far Left youth 
movements who had broken with young Communists because of the soft attitude 
of PCF towards the Vietnam War’.11 The Trotskyist part of the movement was 
represented by the monthly circulated journal L’ Avant Garde Jeunesse, which was 
the mouthpiece of the JCR, one of the two Trotskyist groups. The JCR exercised 
the greater influence on the movement, as it ‘proved more open in its theoretical 
approach, more flexible in its tactics, more aware of the specific problems of the 
student movement, and as such was to exercise a greater influence during the 
crisis’.12 It was among the initiators of the 22 March movement in Nanterre and 
without doubt played an important role in the student movement.13 L’ Avant Garde 
Jeunesse stopped being circulated in June 1968, when the group was declared 
illegal by the government. Smaller minorities within the movement were the 
Maoist, anarchist and ‘socialist’ groups. The Maoist group’s (UJCML) journal 
was published by both students and workers and was called Servir Le Peuple.14 
The anarchist part FAF, published a newspaper called the Le Monde Libertaire, 
while the ESU, a small socialist party, and their equivalent workers’ groups, 
published Lutte Socialiste.

Whereas before May these groups numbered only a hundred or so members, 
their numbers swelled during the events.15 Although their initial membership 
might have been small, their dynamism not only significantly influenced the 
majority of the students, but also contributed decisively to the movement’s 
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momentum and finally to the explosion of events. Acknowledging their political 
divergences and ideological nuances, this part draws on the predominant 
student iconography and examines how the movement was self-reflected in this 
iconography.

Photography and self-reflection

The students’ demands were not restricted to the democratisation and decentrali-
sation of the French educational system and the subsequent ending of class bias, 
the modernisation of an outdated curriculum and the decrease in unemployment. 
Their critique moved from a critique of the university to a critique of society.16 
Their demands for radical reconstruction and democratisation touched upon 
every sphere of life. The students critiqued capitalism, the culture of consumption 
and the mass media, and questioned the oppression of women, discrimination 
against minorities and segregation of youth. Although their demands covered 
a broad range, it is this chapter’s main argument that they all derived from a 
common basis, that is ‘destructive critique’.17 By ‘destructive critique’ is meant 
a critique that operates outside the rules, norms and limitations of liberal 
parliamentary democracy and seeks to demolish the status quo and all its 
structures of inequality, subordination and power. The student movement was 
ignited by the explosive power of ‘destructive critique’ and its characteristics, 
namely doubt, negation, irony and destruction. Indeed, the motto ‘De omnibus 
dubitandum’ (doubt everything) was omnipresent within the movement. The 
movement doubted the existing ‘system of order’ and therefore demanded its 
destruction. Nevertheless, this critique was not accompanied by a developed 
model for a new society. The movement’s future vision was abstract as described 
by George Katsiaficas: ‘a vision for the future where nations, hierarchies of 
domination, boredom, toil, and human fragmentation no longer would exist’.18

The target of the students was any form of power and repression as exercised 
and experienced in factories, schools, universities and the whole of society. Within 
this range of repressive forces, the police had a predominant position, personifying 
the oppressive and authoritarian nature of the existing government. The images 
of the police that were repeatedly reproduced in student publications portray 
them in a disapproving light. As an example from the L’ Avant Garde Jeunesse, 
the two series of photographs on the edges of the two pages show policemen in 
aggressive positions, being violent and using tear gas. The atmosphere in most 
of the pictures is chaotic and the policemen are depicted either in groups ready to 
confront the demonstrators or individually in aggressive attitudes. In most of the 
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photographs, the demonstrators are not seen, although their presence is implied. 
In the only pictures where a demonstrator is present – the first photograph of 
both series – the demonstrator is shown as having fallen on the street, a victim 
of the police’s violence.

In a similar way, Action made the police the target of its criticism. In the first 
issue of the newspaper, published on the 7 May, the front page was covered by 
a photograph that depicted policemen blocking the entrance of the Faculté de 
Lettres (figure 12). The headline ‘Repression: Faire Face!’ (Repression: Stand 
up!) equates police with repression. The following article entitled ‘Pourqoui nous 
nous battons’ (This is why we fight) explains the reasons for the uprising, arguing 
against the misrepresentation of their mobilisation by television and radio. In the 
issues that followed, the police became the personification of an authoritarian 

12 Action, No. 1, 7 May 
1968, p. 1
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and repressive state. Photographs of policemen brutally beating protesters with 
truncheons appeared in almost all the issues of Action.

In many cases, photographs were seen together with cartoons, most of which 
were explicitly ironic towards the police. Indicative is the photograph published 
in Barricades that shows a group of armed policemen beating a demonstrator. The 
headline ‘Les Voyous’ (the hooligans) creates an ironic inversion. Although the 
article that follows refers to the protesters who performed acts of violence during 
the events, the immediate connection that can be made is to relate the headline 
to the policemen’s thuggish behaviour. This irony becomes even crueller if one 
takes into account the coverage by the mainstream press both of the Right and 
Left that accused the students for their insults, violence and irresponsible acts.19 
In contrast to these accusations, the article that accompanies the photograph in 
Barricades gives reasons for the insulting behaviour of a section of the students, 
presenting it as an unavoidable outcome of the social and economic inequalities 
of capitalist society. The cartoon underneath extends the sarcastic character of 
the page.

In fact, there were many examples of photographs of police being juxtaposed 
with cartoons that commented on their brutality. An interesting example is 
a photograph that was published in the first issue of Action (figure 13). The 
photograph shows policemen lined up and is taken from the back so that their 
faces are not visible. One cannot see any violence or conflict depicted, but only 
some smoke on the right of the photograph. Nevertheless, the cartoon by Siné, 
just above the photograph, depicts the arrest of an injured student. The drawing 
of one policeman with a moustache like Hitler’s and the ironic dialogue ‘Il était 
armé? Oui, chef … d’un diplôme’ (Was he armed? Yes, sir … with a degree) are 
caustic comments on the police’s extreme brutality against the students.

While negation and irony as characteristics of the students’ destructive 
critique are depicted in many photographs, as shown in the examples from 
Action, Barricades and L’ Avant Garde Jeunesse, photographs depicting violence 
are very rare. While there are many photographs taken by photojournalists, 
that show students in violent and destructive gestures, similar images are 
absent from student publications. An exception is a photograph published in 
the newspaper Le Monde Libertaire, where an open air meeting of high school 
students is depicted. The meeting numbers only a few participants and looks 
like a spontaneous gathering of students rather than a well-organised meeting. 
Although the young people seem to look in different directions, there is a 
speaker among them. Nevertheless, neither the gazes of the students depicted 
nor the focus of the photograph directs our attention to the speaker. Instead, 
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13 Action, No. 1, 7 May 1968, p. 3
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the picture focuses on another student who is lifting an object into the air. The 
student looks profoundly irritated and his gesture implies that the he is under 
inordinate stress. There is nothing in the picture that indicates what the student 
is pointing at. Nor does he seem to be confronting the police or any other 
material forces. Instead, he seems to be performing an act of violence without 
an immediate recipient. What caused this compulsive behaviour is not indicated. 
The photograph shows only the externalisation of repressed anger. The focus 
is on the violent gesture, which, compulsive, dramatic and aggressive as it is, 
functions as a signifier of violence.

While one can without difficulty assume that this violent gesture is the result 
of the repression of living with capitalist injustices and exploitation, destruction 
as such did not seem to be valued in the May movement. Violence was seen only 
as a response to police repression in street fighting and barricades. In a very 
well-known text entitled ‘Aminstie des Yeux Crevés’ (‘The Amnesty of Blinded 
Minds’) written on the 13 May by a student committee called ‘Nous Sommes en 
Marche’ (‘We are on the way’), posted on the walls of the Sorbonne and later 
distributed as a leaflet, it was written: ‘If our situation leads us to violence, it is 
because the whole society does violence to us.’20 Feenberg and Freedman cite text 
from other leaflets that were distributed in the movement justifying protesters’ 
violence. One, written by students to workers, states:

Workers … You know that violence is in the nature of the existing social 
order. You know that it strikes down those who dare to challenge it: the 
batons of the CRS answered our demands, just as the rifle butts of the 
Mobile Guards answered the workers of Caen, Redon and Mans.21

Nevertheless, while violence may have been justified verbally, there were no visual 
representations of the protesters’ violence as opposed to numerous photographs 
that depicted police violence.

What is also significant about the Le Monde Libertaire picture is the depiction of 
the meeting. As in many other pictures that showed student meetings, such as the 
photograph published in Action that depicts a meeting at the occupied Sorbonne 
(figure 14), the meeting is not hierarchically structured. The student speaking is 
just one of the participants and he does not seem to have a leading role within 
the movement. It is true that the movement was fiercely resistant to any kind of 
leadership and hierarchies within the university, society and in mainstream party 
politics. In the student meetings, anyone could have the floor and no order or 
opinion was imposed. This practice was also a negation of traditional politics as 
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14 Action, No. 3, 21 May 1968, p. 3
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understood within the participatory organisational structures of the old labour 
and Communist movement. The students’ originality was the break with the 
old world and especially with the habits of the political establishment. The 
photographs reproduce exactly this refusal of any kind of leadership, hierarchy 
or traditional political organisation.

This lack of visually represented hierarchy is obvious when contrasted 
with photographs of workers’ meetings which were published in trade union 
publications such as La Vie Ouvrière, the weekly newspaper of the Confédération 
Générale du Travail (CGT) the largest French trade union grouping, which took 
the largest part in controlling the workers’ strikes during May ’68. The photograph 
published here is the same photograph that was published in L’Humanité (figure 
2). The photograph reproduces a specific stereotype about the hierarchy of 
workers’ organisations and their structured meetings.

Another novelty of the student movement that is also evident in the 
photographs is the focus on the youthfulness of the participants. Contrary to the 
old labour movement’s beliefs that the working class was the only agent of social 
change, the pictures in student publications demonstrate the young challenging 
the status quo and attempting to change the world. In many photographs, the 
students are depicted as passionate, full of revolutionary ardour, and often seem 
to be acting on a sudden irresistible impulse. This impulse is possibly directly 
linked to the youthfulness of the protesters. In fact, there were hardly any 
photographs of older people and specifically of workers in these publications. 
A careful examination of student publications during the events show that 
photographs of workers occupying factories or marching along with the students 
did not appear in the student publications, even when the students had made an 
alliance with the workers.

The movement’s antinomies

The movement soon went far beyond its university origins to unite students, 
workers and professionals in a common struggle against de Gaulle’s regime. 
On 13 May, the students took a decision of decisive importance, to allow the 
workers to enter the Sorbonne.22 On the same day, the two main unions, the 
CGT and the CFDT, following the student mobilisation decided on a general 
workers’ strike.23 Although the strike was initially small in scale, it provoked 
a chain of reactions and within a few days seven-and-a-half to nine million 
workers went on strike.24 By this time, almost all universities and schools were 
occupied. The workers entered the struggle in great sympathy with the student 
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movement. On the 13th, students and workers demonstrated together in Paris, 
in a march led by both student leaders and trade unions. The following weeks 
saw extended occupations in schools and universities and strikes in factories, 
department stores, banks, public transportation, gas stations and even those 
working in newspapers and television all over the country.25 The majority of 
the intellectual and literary world also expressed their support for and solidarity 
with the movement.26 By the 24 May, France was paralysed by the biggest strike 
that France and probably any other European country had ever known up to 
that time.27 This student–worker juncture was exceptional, as in no other major 
Western country did the student and worker movements intersect as they did 
in France.

It seemed then that the slogan of the demonstration ‘Students–Workers–
Solidarity’ was taken seriously for the first time. Soon student leaflets began to 
draw a parallel between student and labour demands. ‘Between your problems 
and ours there are certain similarities: jobs and opportunities, standards and 
work pace, union rights, self-management’ read one of the student leaflets.28 As 
soon as the strike was announced, silkscreen posters by the Atelier Populaire 
promoted student–worker solidarity. On 14 May, the first posters that supported 
the student–worker alliance appeared with the slogans: ‘Usines, Universités, 
Union’ (Factories, Universities, Union), ‘Ensemble: Etudiants, Travailleurs’ (All 
together: Students, Workers), ‘Le Même Problème, La Même Lutte’ (The same 
problem, the same struggle). The slogans became more concrete particularly at 
the Renault Factory at Flins, such as ‘Ouvriers, Etudiants, Population, Liaison 
Effective Flins’ (Workers, Students, The People in Effective Liaison at Flins), 
‘Solidarité Effective, Étudiants, Travailleurs’ (Students, Workers, Effective 
Solidarity).29

Although the alliance between students and workers was verbally articulated 
in student posters and publications, there was no photographic equivalent of 
these statements. An indicative example is the photograph on the cover of Action 
of the 21 May, which depicts a student demonstration (figure 15). The caption 
underneath gives us the time and the place: ‘Le vendredi 17 mai, pour la première 
fois en France, une manifestation etudiante a pris le chemin d’une usine occupée 
par les travailleurs: Renault’ (Friday, 17 May. For the first time in France, a 
student demonstration went to a factory occupied by the workers: Renault).30 
The students are presented in a frontal view, demonstrating outside Renault. 
What is worth noting, however, is that although the presence of the workers is 
implied, there are no actual photographs of the workers in the publication. The 
only reference to the workers is the industrial background, against which the 
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spontaneity and the impulsiveness of the students appear as a visual disruption. 
The background seems theatrical and overly contrived, and the sky and the 
banner are retouched heavily, so that the scene, although it may not be, seems 
constructed.

One of the very few, if not the only photograph of workers that appeared 
in Action on 11 June 1968 depicted the workers standing on the balcony of their 
factory. The workers do not face the camera and it is not known where they 
look. There is no action shown in the picture or any visual reference to their 
factories’ occupation or their strike. The photograph could have been taken 
on a normal working day. Only the caption reminds us that the photograph 
was taken at Sud-Aviation in Nantes, the first factory that was occupied by 
the workers on 14 May. This photograph is similar to photographs of workers 
published in La Vie Ouvrière, the only trade union publication circulated during 
the events. These photographs that showed workers posing in front of the 
occupied factory are symptomatic of the different all-embracing iconography that 
excluded photographs of workers demonstrating. In two photographs from La 
Vie Ouvrière, it is clear that the workers are not unaware of the camera’s presence. 
The workers seem to have posed in total control of the factory. Nevertheless, they 
seem static, in contrast to the students, who appear militant.

The gap between the students as bearers of new ideas and demands and 
the working class persisting in the old form of struggle is omnipresent in 
the photographic representations of the period. The absence of photographs 
portraying students and workers together was expected due to the spatial 
separation of the groups, a separation that was favoured by both the trade 
unions and the government, as discussed in part I. In the few images of workers, 
they were depicted as either static, posing in front of their occupied factories, or 
participating in a hierarchically structured meeting that resembled mainstream 
politics. In contrast, photographs of students reproduced a specific idea about the 
movement, being a spontaneous, impulsive youth movement. Therefore, student 
publications only represented one face of the movement. The other face was 
that of the workers and their unions. According to Feenberg and Freedman this 
alliance was at odds. In their words:

A movement built on this alliance inevitably had two contrary faces. 
The one embodied the energy of student leaders, diffused and avowedly 
immoderate; this student energy had driven the police to commit brutalities 
that inspired a popular demonstration unequaled in the history of the Fifth 
Republic. The other aspect, that of the Communist Party and France’s 
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major union, the General Confederation of Workers (CGT), presented a 
reformist, almost moderate face.31

The students rejected the old ideas and organisational structures of the labour 
movement, and challenged the existing hierarchies in their political praxis, and 
especially in the student sit-ins and open meetings.32 These anti-hierarchical 
and anti-authoritarian demands did not ever gain the support of the communist-
oriented CGT. The workers’ initial demands, which prior to the May events were 
not fundamentally different from those of their unions, were soon re-articulated, 
to include not only wage increases and a reduction of working hours, but 
also structural changes in industry, such as a reduction in hierarchies, worker 
self-administration and reorganisation of decision making.33 But that applied only 
to a minority of workers. The major workers’ organisations, and consequently 
the majority of the workers, were not actually influenced by the goals of the 
student movement, continuing for the most part to restrict their demands to 
improvements in wages and working conditions and to the forging of electoral 
alliances.

The main trade union CGT not only attempted to prevent the alliance 
between students and workers, it discouraged the student demonstration at 
Renault, refused to support the students in public and declined to meet with 
representatives of the UNEF.34 In reality, the CGT struggled to keep students 
out of the factories on strike, calling them the ‘children of the big bourgeoisie’ 
and tried to isolate the student movement.35 The CGT also aimed to direct ‘the 
protest into the orderly channel of a mediated settlement’.36 Therefore, in the 
middle of June after a gradual decay of the movement, the workers’ unions 
decided on a general return to work and agreed to resolve the conflict in reformist 
ways. The students were promised a democratisation of the educational system, 
and although occupations, demonstrations and barricades continued for a while, 
the movement lost its strength and vitality, was isolated and easily suppressed by 
force. De Gaulle’s electoral victory at the end of the month came as no surprise 
to most people.

It is true that when the students allied with the workers they ‘had accomplished 
what the major unions had considered practically impossible, what the Communist 
Party had declared theoretically absurd, and what the government had never 
imagined’.37 When the student mobilisation was extended to the working 
population, student leaflets drew parallels between the student and worker 
demands. While student texts celebrated this alliance, the photographs failed to 
represent it. An examination of the student movement’s self-reflection reveals 
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an iconography of impulsive and young students demonstrating, participating in 
anti-hierarchical meetings and expressing their ‘destructive’ critique against the 
state. Photographs depicting police violence were omnipresent, while images of 
the striking workers were absent.

The problematic nature of the alliance, which was proclaimed in student texts 
was reflected in this iconography. As Feenberg and Freedman correctly pointed 
out, the student activists ‘could not overcome in a few weeks the effects of the 
years of mutual ignorance’.38 The fact that the trade unions did not fully support 
the student movement and their difficulty in embracing the students’ demands 
for the transformation of every day life and culture kept the workers enclosed 
in their occupied factories. It is where photographs of posed and static workers 
were taken, but were not published in student publications. Their resemblance to 
photographs of old labour movements and mainstream politics was at odds with 
the students’ rejection of conventional Leftist perceptions of revolutionary practice 
and denunciation of the political status quo. This is not to ague that workers did 
not join the students in the barricades, committees and demonstrations, but that 
the photographs in student publications failed to represent the student–worker 
alliance with its strong points and weaknesses.
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